1. Introduction {#sec1-cells-09-01856}
===============

Intrinsically disordered proteins and regions (IDPs/IDRs) exist, and apparently function, without a well-defined structure \[[@B1-cells-09-01856],[@B2-cells-09-01856]\]. The functioning of IDPs/IDRs is thought to rely on two distinct mechanistic elements: (1) molecular recognition, when they bind partner molecule(s) in an induced folding process, and (2) entropic chain function, when their function stems directly from the disordered state \[[@B3-cells-09-01856]\]. Whereas these mechanisms have been observed in many cases in vitro, their contribution to function and their possible interplay have hardly ever been analyzed under cellular, truly in vivo conditions.

We suggest here that the cellular observation of the functioning of IDP chaperones may provide a unique opportunity to observe the atomic details of the functioning of IDPs in situ. Alongside traditional chaperones, such as Hsp90 and GroEL/GroES \[[@B4-cells-09-01856],[@B5-cells-09-01856]\], recent evidence points to the existence of several IDPs/IDRs of potent chaperone activity, at least in an in vitro situation \[[@B6-cells-09-01856],[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B8-cells-09-01856],[@B9-cells-09-01856]\]. For example, late embryogenesis abundant (LEA) proteins of plants (e.g., Early Response to Dehydration (ERD14) of *A. thaliana* \[[@B10-cells-09-01856]\]) or animals (e.g., AavLEA of the desiccation-tolerant organism *A. avenae* \[[@B11-cells-09-01856]\]), or other unrelated IDPs, e.g., bacterial Hsp33 \[[@B12-cells-09-01856]\] and tardigrade dehydrins \[[@B13-cells-09-01856]\], protect other proteins against denaturation caused by elevated temperatures or dehydration. This phenomenon, primarily associated with group 2 LEA proteins (dehydrins) \[[@B14-cells-09-01856],[@B15-cells-09-01856]\] and hydrophilins \[[@B16-cells-09-01856],[@B17-cells-09-01856]\], may represent a novel, little understood layer of cellular protection in living organisms by ID stress proteins (IDSPs). IDSPs apparently use their structural plasticity in client protection \[[@B9-cells-09-01856],[@B18-cells-09-01856]\], in contrast to globular chaperones, where a 3D fold is required for function \[[@B5-cells-09-01856]\].

Dehydrins are encoded by 10 genes in *A. thaliana* \[[@B6-cells-09-01856],[@B19-cells-09-01856]\] and may fulfill overlapping functions. Most of them are largely disordered in vitro \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B8-cells-09-01856]\], and they are classified by the presence and pattern of short conserved motifs such as (1) Lys-rich K-segments, (2) a region showing homology with classical chaperones (ChP-segment), (3) an oligo-Ser repeat (S-segment), and (4) a slightly hydrophobic region (H region), which appear in different combinations in different dehydrins \[[@B8-cells-09-01856],[@B18-cells-09-01856]\]. The rather broad and non-specific chaperone activity of dehydrins and other LEA proteins has been demonstrated by a range of non-physiological substrates \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B20-cells-09-01856],[@B21-cells-09-01856]\] and protein mixtures \[[@B21-cells-09-01856],[@B22-cells-09-01856]\] in vitro. They also exert a general protective effect in heterologous cellular systems, i.e., when overexpressed in *E. coli* \[[@B21-cells-09-01856],[@B23-cells-09-01856],[@B24-cells-09-01856]\], yeast \[[@B20-cells-09-01856],[@B25-cells-09-01856]\], plant \[[@B21-cells-09-01856],[@B26-cells-09-01856]\], or human \[[@B22-cells-09-01856],[@B27-cells-09-01856]\] cells. Their cellular protective effect has been observed in a variety of stress conditions, such as high temperature, freezing, osmotic shock, or high salinity, whereas in vitro, they have been observed to preserve the activity of enzymes \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B20-cells-09-01856],[@B21-cells-09-01856],[@B28-cells-09-01856]\], or to prevent the aggregation of proteins \[[@B21-cells-09-01856],[@B22-cells-09-01856]\]. Although in reconstituted systems they have been shown to protect a broad range of test proteins, their physiological partners have not yet been identified. In terms of their molecular mechanism(s) of action, only general schemes, such as molecular shielding, space filling, membrane stabilization, or entropy transfer, have been suggested \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B9-cells-09-01856]\]. Plant stress is also averted by the cellular synthesis of small-molecule natural compounds (e.g., proline), which favor the folding of proteins and thus protect them from denaturation \[[@B29-cells-09-01856]\]. However, their effective concentration is usually in the molar range; thus, the chaperone-like effect of dehydrins is not accounted for by this model. ERD14, which is highly overexpressed in *A. thaliana* cells upon heat and dehydration stress \[[@B6-cells-09-01856],[@B30-cells-09-01856]\], is a perfect model protein to study if we want to decide which of the above-mentioned molecular mechanisms is compatible with physiological observations. It is a potent chaperone with a variety of substrates in vitro \[[@B10-cells-09-01856]\], and its K-segments sample secondary structural states \[[@B31-cells-09-01856]\] in the largely disordered structural ensemble of the whole protein. It is probably of high relevance that induced the folding of short, pre-formed recognition motifs or pre-structured motifs (PreSMos) is a general theme in IDP function in vitro \[[@B32-cells-09-01856],[@B33-cells-09-01856]\], with limited in vivo evidence coming from a few in-cell NMR studies \[[@B34-cells-09-01856],[@B35-cells-09-01856],[@B36-cells-09-01856],[@B37-cells-09-01856]\]. Here, we overexpressed ERD14 in *E. coli* cells, which enables us to conduct in-cell NMR measurements to uncover the structural mechanism of an IDSP in vivo. We found that the functionality of ERD14 is linked with its locally pre-structured motifs that engage in binding to partner molecules, and disordered regions that solvate and hold partners apart, providing a direct link between structural disorder and protein function in live cells.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-cells-09-01856}
========================

2.1. Constructs {#sec2dot1-cells-09-01856}
---------------

Wild-type ERD14 was expressed from a previously prepared construct of ERD14 in a pET22b vector \[[@B30-cells-09-01856]\], which was cloned to contain no additional amino acids next to the original ERD14 sequence. The pelB leader sequence was eliminated by introducing a stop codon before its sequence in the vector to ensure cytoplasmic localization of the protein.

For Full-Scambled (Full-Scr) ERD14, amino acids except for the starting methionine were scrambled in silico. The resulting amino acid sequence was checked for the lack of coils, secondary structures, and overall folding tendency to make sure that the protein possessed a truly disordered nature. The final sequence was chosen from over 100 different variants, and the coding sequence was generated by full cDNA synthesis. The construct was cloned into a pET22b vector so that it did not contain any additional amino acids other than the scrambled sequence indicated in [Table S1 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}. The pelB leader sequence was removed the same way as in the case of the wild-type variant.

For in-cell half-life measurements and quantification, the DNA fragment coding wild-type ERD14 was amplified by Pfu Turbo HotStart DNA polymerase (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) by PCR using ccgctcgagtgATGGCTGAGGAAATCAAGAATGTTCCTG forward and gaagatctTTCTTTATCTTTCTTCTCCTCCTCTACGG reverse primers and subcloned into the XhoI/BglII sites of expression vector pT7-FLAG 2 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). The C-terminal FLAG tagged fusion protein was expressed in the cytoplasm of BL21 star (DE3) cells under the control of the T7/lac promoter. The pGEX-5X 1 vector was used to express glutathione S-transferase (GST) or calpastatin protein in the same cell line as a control.

2.2. E. Coli Cell Viability Assays {#sec2dot2-cells-09-01856}
----------------------------------

The viability of *E. coli* cells was measured in LB medium, by observing the time it takes for cells to reach an optical density of 0.55 at 600 nm of appropriately diluted samples. To this end, BL21 Star (DE3) *E. coli* cells overexpressing WT or Full-Scr ERD14 or control proteins (GST, calpastatin (CAST)) were grown in 5 mL LB medium containing 50 µg/mL carbenicillin overnight in 37 °C under continuous shaking at 200 rpm. The next day, 50 µL aliquots were transferred into 5 mL LB medium containing 50 µg/mL carbenicillin and were grown for 2 h. Protein expression was induced with 0.5 mM IPTG for 3 h. Then, 0.5 mL aliquots were taken and either stressed or not stressed before appropriate dilution into LB medium into the wells of a 96-well plate. Measurements of absorbance at 600 nm were taken every 2 min in a BioTek Synergy Mx microplate reader for 12 h at 37 °C with 200 rpm continous shaking: viability was associated with the time taken for the cells to reach an optical density of 0.55, which was roughly the half-maximal value they attain after long incubation periods ([Figure 1](#cells-09-01856-f001){ref-type="fig"}A). From a number of different conditions, we selected 50 °C × 15 min for an optimal stress effect. The observed protection effect was normalized to the actual expression level of the given construct in the given experiment. In short, the actual concentration was determined, and the expected protection at a concentration matching that of ERD14WT was calculated by linear intra- or extrapolation. Further details, such as optimization of the assay, are given in the [Supplementary Information](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}.

2.3. In-Cell NMR and Spectral Assignment {#sec2dot3-cells-09-01856}
----------------------------------------

In-cell NMR was measured on *E. coli* cells in which ERD14 was overexpressed under ^15^N- or ^15^N- and ^13^C- labeling conditions. To this end, BL21 Star (DE3) pLysS cells were transformed with wild-type ERD14 protein or Full-Scr ERD14, grown in LB medium, and transfered one hour prior to induction to 0.25 volume of M9 minimal medium complemented with ^15^N-labeled ammonium chloride. For the assignment both ^15^N-labeled ammonium chloride and ^13^C-labeled glucose were added. Finally, ERD14 expression was induced by 1.6 mM IPTG for 3 h at 37 °C. For the NMR measurement, 100 mL of cell culture were pelleted by gentle centrifugation and resuspended in 800 µL of ^15^N-free M9 minimal medium (NMR-M9). Then, 1 mL of this dense cell suspension was complemented with 10% D2O and placed into a standard 5 mm NMR tube. ^15^N-HSQC spectra were recorded on a Bruker DRX 500 MHz spectrometer at 277 K. Evaluation of the observed in-cell spectrum was performed by comparison with the appropriate in vitro reference spectra of purified ERD14 WT and Full-Scr ERD14 recorded under a variety of conditions (NMR-M9, pH 6.6--7.7, temperature 277--280 K, dextran concentration 0--400 mg/mL, [Figures S1 and S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). The previously performed assignment (at pH 6.5, 288 K, BMRB entry 16,876 for wt ERD14) was transferred along this series of in vitro HSQC spectra to conditions similar to the in-cell spectra, i.e., 277 K and pH 7.7--7.9 within the *E. coli* cell (BMRB Accession Number 26636). To prepare lysates of in-cell NMR samples, cells were sedimented for 6 min at 3000× *g* and resuspended in NMR-M9 buffer. After sonication and boiling for 5 min, the denatured globular proteins were sedimented by centrifugation for 30 min at 12,100 rpm. The cell extract was purified on ResourceQ anion exchange column, dialyzed into MQ water, and lyophilized. The purified protein was dissolved in NMR-M9 buffer and transferred to the original NMR tubes. Then, 1D/2D NMR spectra were recorded with an identical spectrometer and acquisition settings as for the intact in-cell NMR samples. The quantity and intactness of ERD14 WT and Full-Scr were analyzed on SDS-PAGE gel. Comparing the obtained peak intensity ratios and 1D signal ratios of in-cell and purified protein NMR spectra and furthermore the SDS-PAGE gels, the protein concentration in the cell was around 177 ± 30 µM. To characterize regions involved in partner binding via severe line broadening or the disappearance of selected resonances of the in-cell HSQC spectra compared to the reference, we analyzed assigned peaks and identified "steady", "disappearing", and "broadening" peaks ([Table S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). Further details and control measurements can be found in the [Supplementary Information](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}.

2.4. Protein Stability in the Cell {#sec2dot4-cells-09-01856}
----------------------------------

To demonstrate the intracellular stability of ERD14, BL21 Star (DE3) cells were transformed with ERD14/pT7-FLAG 2 construct. A moderate expression of FLAG-ERD14 was induced by 0.5 mM IPTG in order to avoid overloading the cellular systems, and cells were either kept under normal or stressed conditions. ERD14 expression was arrested by the removal of IPTG by washing the cells. FLAG-ERD14 was visualized by monoclonal Anti-FLAG M2 antibody. Further details are found in the [Supplementary Information](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}.

2.5. Pull-Down and Mass-Spectrometric Analysis of Cellular ERD14 Partners {#sec2dot5-cells-09-01856}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wild-type (WT) ERD14 was subcloned into pAN4 vector (Avidity) and transformed into AVB101 bacterial strain for in-cell biotinylation. Expression and biotinylation were performed according to the manufacturer's recommendation. Cells were collected and washed 3 times with PBS, and cross-linked with dithiobis (succinimidyl propionate) (DSP) (Lomant's reagent) at 2 mM concentration at 30 °C for 7 min. After lysis, biotin--ERD14--substrate complexes were pulled down with Streptavidin--MAG--Sepharose (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Samples were run on SDS-PAGE, in-gel digested by trypsin, and analyzed by LC-MS/MS on an ESI-IT LTQ XL mass-spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The resulting MS/MS spectra were searched using the algorithm SequestHT against a target-decoy Escherichia Coli Protein database obtained from Uniprot. Peptide matches were filtered using the q-value and Posterior Error Probability calculated by the Percolator algorithm ensuring an estimated false positive rate below 5%. The filtered SEQUEST HT output files for each peptide were grouped according to the protein from which they were derived using the multiconsensus results tool within Proteome Discoverer 1.4, and gel slices at the same molecular weight of stressed and non-stressed samples were compared to each other. The background of the pulldown experiment has been determined in an identical experiment with non-biotinylated ERD14.

2.6. Analysis of Mass-Spectrometric Data {#sec2dot6-cells-09-01856}
----------------------------------------

We merged the result of MS analysis from different bands to one large dataset and used the summarized detected peptide spectrum matches (PSM) that reflect the abundance of proteins in one lane. We used a threshold of ≥5 for PSM, i.e., omitted hits where PSM were below 5 in either non-stressed or stressed samples. In our further analysis, the observed PSM values were used for comparing the amount of cross-linked proteins before and after stress. For normalizing the amount of cross-linked proteins, we used the *E. coli* protein abundance dataset of PaxDb \[[@B38-cells-09-01856]\]. The whole working dataset of the MS data complemented by protein abundance is listed in [Table S3 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}.

Proteins were classified into two separate groups: (1) proteins of increased interaction potential (IIP), for which the observed PSM value increased at least two times upon stress, and (2) proteins of decreased interaction potential (DIP), for which the observed PSM value after stress was at the maximum half of that of its pre-stress value. We calculated the total number of cross-linked proteins before and after heat stress using raw and normalized data as well ([Table S3 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}).

2.7. CD Spectroscopy and Thermal Denaturation Experiments {#sec2dot7-cells-09-01856}
---------------------------------------------------------

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy experiments were carried out on a Jasco J-810 instrument (Japan Spectroscopic Co., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a Peltier-controlled thermostat. For secondary structure determination in 10 mM Na-phosphate, pH 7.4 buffer and in the presence of 30% trifluoro-ethanol (TFE), a quartz cell of 10 μM pathlength was used with a protein concentration of 5 mg/mL. Four scans were accumulated by using a scanning rate of 20 nm/min, a bandwidth of 1 nm, and a data integration time of 4 s. Secondary structure composition was analyzed by the BeStSel algorithm \[[@B39-cells-09-01856]\].

For thermal denaturation studies of 2 μM citrate synthase in the presence of various concentrations of WT and Full-Scr ERD14, a 1 mm pathlength cell was used. Thermal scans were carried out in the temperature range of 10--80 °C with a scanning rate of 2 °C/min. Thermally induced transitions were monitored by the ellipticity at 220 nm, which is characteristic for the α-helix structural component of citrate synthase. Experiments were carried out at least in duplicates. A two-state transition model described by \[[@B40-cells-09-01856]\] (Prot. Sci. 1995) showed a good fit to the denaturation curves and provided the melting temperature (*T~m~*) and enthalpy change of unfolding (Δ*H*~m~). We have to note that heating to 80 °C made the unfolding of citrate synthase irreversible, indicating that the results are rather limited to comparison of the samples than interpreting the absolute values.

2.8. Statistical Analysis {#sec2dot8-cells-09-01856}
-------------------------

To assess the statistical significance of the observed differences, a large number of intra- and inter-experiment replicates were done. The survival rates showed minimal standard deviation within the same experiment, and only slightly larger deviation between experiments with a Gaussian distribution. Unpaired *t*-tests were used to quantify the significance of the differences between survival rates of the differently transformed bacteria.

Statistical analysis of the MS results was performed in R programming language using RStudio graphical interface.

3. Results {#sec3-cells-09-01856}
==========

3.1. ERD14 Protects Cells under Temperature Stress {#sec3dot1-cells-09-01856}
--------------------------------------------------

In vitro observations of the chaperone activity of IDSPs, such as ERD14 \[[@B10-cells-09-01856]\], do not ascertain their chaperone activity in a cellular context. To be able to address the chaperone activity of ERD14 on a whole-cell level, we set up an in vivo assay based on measuring the viability of *E. coli* cells by following cell proliferation before and after applying a transient heat stress ([Figure 1](#cells-09-01856-f001){ref-type="fig"}A). This stress (50 °C × 15 min) causes a significant reduction of the number of viable cells, in which overexpression of the globular control protein GST (survival rate 38.9%) or the IDP calpastatin \[[@B10-cells-09-01856]\] (survival rate 38.7%) offers no help ([Figure 1](#cells-09-01856-f001){ref-type="fig"}B). On the contrary, if ERD14 is overexpressed, the survival rate of *E. coli* cells following stress remains 73.9% (all survival rate data are enlisted in [Table S5 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}).

Previous analyses suggested two possible molecular mechanisms for the chaperone activity of IDPs: (1) one that assumes the physical separation of misfolded substrate molecules by disordered chaperone chains without (specific) physical contacts (a basic molecular shield mechanism \[[@B22-cells-09-01856]\]) and (2) another one that relies on transient contacts between the proteins (entropy transfer model \[[@B9-cells-09-01856]\] or an extended molecular shield model \[[@B7-cells-09-01856]\]). To have a first glimpse at the possible explanation of the protective effect of ERD14, we asked how abolishing local recognition elements while preserving the overall amino acid composition and the disordered state ([Figure S3 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}) affects its function. To achieve this, we created a variant of ERD14 by scrambling the entire sequence of the protein (for all ERD14 constructs, see [Supplementary Information and Table S1 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). This protein, Full-Scr ERD14, offers no protection to cells against heat stress (survival rate 39.8%, [Figure 1](#cells-09-01856-f001){ref-type="fig"}B). This, and the lack of protection by the fully disordered calpastatin, points to the interplay of partner binding and structural disorder in the in vivo chaperone effect of ERD14. As suggested by the literature, this cellular effect could originate from protecting membranes and/or other cellular proteins \[[@B41-cells-09-01856],[@B42-cells-09-01856]\].

3.2. ERD14 Is Largely Disordered In Vivo {#sec3dot2-cells-09-01856}
----------------------------------------

Several LEA proteins and most hydrophilins have been shown to be structurally disordered proteins \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B9-cells-09-01856],[@B16-cells-09-01856],[@B19-cells-09-01856]\]. Although their chaperone effect has been amply demonstrated in vitro and also in vivo, the direct functional role of their structural disorder has never been addressed. In our prior in vitro multidimensional NMR analysis, we could assign 181/185 residues of ERD14 (cf. BMRB entry 16876) and showed that the protein is fully disordered, with some tendency of its conserved motifs to sample transient secondary structures \[[@B31-cells-09-01856]\]. Of course, due to extreme molecular crowding in the cell, which is primarily caused by very high protein concentrations \[[@B43-cells-09-01856]\], the structural features of ERD14 in vitro do not necessarily translate to its behavior in vivo, although for several in-cell IDPs, NMR suggested a primarily disordered in vivo state \[[@B44-cells-09-01856],[@B45-cells-09-01856],[@B46-cells-09-01856]\]. However, it is rarely asked how the disordered state observed in the cell actually pertains to the function of the protein \[[@B35-cells-09-01856]\].

Therefore, to address if ERD14 is disordered in cells and to find out if its potent cellular chaperone activity is linked with its structural disorder, we overexpressed ERD14 in *E. coli* cells under isotope labeling conditions (in M9 minimal medium, supplemented by ^15^NH~4~Cl, Materials and Methods) and recorded its in-cell ^1^H-^15^N-HSQC spectrum at 277 K ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}A). Although spectral details are affected by cellular crowding and the inherent inhomogeneity of the cell suspension (causing broadening and disappearance of signals), the in vivo spectrum overlaid onto the corresponding in vitro spectrum shows that the protein is largely disordered in the cell. The narrow distribution of peaks observed in the proton dimension (8.1 ≤ δ ≤ 8.8 ppm) represents a distinctive feature of IDPs both in vitro and in vivo \[[@B47-cells-09-01856]\]. To show that ERD14 does not leak from cells during the in-cell NMR experiment \[[@B48-cells-09-01856],[@B49-cells-09-01856]\], we have taken the NMR sample once the in-cell spectrum was recorded, centrifuged it (13,000× *g* for 2 min), and recorded the HSQC spectrum of its supernatant ([Figure S4A (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). An SDS-PAGE gel was also run to directly visualize the protein content of cells and supernatant ([Figure S4C (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). Both the gel picture and NMR spectrum show the absence of labeled protein in the supernatant of cells, confirming that overexpressed ERD14 stays inside cells for the duration of the entire experiment and is indeed disordered in the crowded cytoplasm.

The region covered by the HSQC spectrum suggests that the protein is in an overall disordered state, and its certain regions do not bind to partners, whereas its other regions are much affected by binding-induced line broadening, causing the disappearance of peaks ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}A, zoomed region). To prove that we see 100% of the molecules in the cell \[[@B50-cells-09-01856],[@B51-cells-09-01856],[@B52-cells-09-01856],[@B53-cells-09-01856]\], i.e., disordered ERD14 conveys cellular function, we have quantified and compared peak intensities in the cell and following extraction ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}C). The comparison shows that the intensity of select peaks (clearly identifiable both in the cell and after extraction) decrease only slightly upon purification; i.e., we have the NMR signature of the functional protein molecules in the cell.

Therefore, these experiments connect the disordered state of an IDP with its in vivo function, which goes beyond interpreting IDP function by induced folding when (part of) the protein becomes structured in the presence of a partner \[[@B32-cells-09-01856]\].

3.3. ERD14 Is Stable in the Cell under Normal and Stress Conditions {#sec3dot3-cells-09-01856}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

As a caveat to this link between structural disorder and the protective (chaperone) effect of ERD14 in live cells, one has to assume that the protein is stable in the cell under stress, which might be in conflict with the noted sensitivity of IDPs to proteolytic degradation \[[@B54-cells-09-01856]\]. To this end, we recorded the 1D ^1^H spectrum of ERD14 in cells on the first and fifth day after expression ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}B). The apparent lack of observable changes suggests no degradation of the protein. This is also corroborated by arresting protein translation and applying stress conditions under which the protein is an effective chaperone, followed by Western blot with an anti-ERD14 antibody ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}D). Apparently, ERD14 is about as stable as the globular control protein glutathione S-transferase (GST), without a discernible decay for up to about 24 h, even after heat stress. It is to be noted that similar stability was also reported for a few other IDPs in in-cell NMR experiments \[[@B44-cells-09-01856],[@B45-cells-09-01856],[@B46-cells-09-01856]\].

3.4. Conserved Regions of ERD14 Bind to Partner Molecules in the Cell {#sec3dot4-cells-09-01856}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In previous in vitro NMR experiments \[[@B30-cells-09-01856]\], secondary chemical shift and relaxation data showed that the conformation of ERD14 is close to a random coil, with its five short conserved segments (Ka, Kb, Kc, S, and ChP) transiently sampling local helical conformations ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}E). Given the suggested in vitro functions of similar K segments in other dehydrins \[[@B55-cells-09-01856],[@B56-cells-09-01856],[@B57-cells-09-01856]\] and the general tendency of structurally pre-formed regions (i.e., pre-structured motifs, PreSMos \[[@B33-cells-09-01856]\]) in IDPs to be involved in molecular function, we hypothesized that these five conserved \[[@B6-cells-09-01856],[@B8-cells-09-01856]\] regions may be involved in the functional interactions of ERD14.

Therefore, we have set out to analyze the in vivo HSQC spectrum of ERD14 in detail. To this end, first, we transferred the assignment from our prior in vitro NMR analysis to conditions similar to those within *E. coli* cells, where macromolecular crowding and relatively high pH conditions (about pH 7.6--7.8 \[[@B58-cells-09-01856]\]) prevail. Through a series of spectra recorded at various temperatures (277 K to 288 K, [Figure S1A (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}) and pHs (pH 6.58 to 7.70, [Figure S1B (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}), the assignment of resonances could be transferred to our in vitro reference HSQC spectrum (T = 277 K, pH 7.7: [Figure S3C (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}, BMRB Accession Number 26636).

A comparison of this in vitro spectrum and the in vivo ^1^H-^15^N-HSQC spectrum of ERD14 ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}A) shows that several characteristic peaks occupy the same position in vitro and in vivo (42 resonances, marked as "steady" in [Table S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). Thus, these residues must be in a comparable (disordered) structural state in vitro and in vivo. Second, a subset of the signals vanishes from the in-cell spectrum (29 "disappearing" resonances), which is probably due to severe line broadening caused by partner binding, because only 5 of them disappear under crowding conditions in vitro elicited by 400 mg/mL dextran (cf. [Figure S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). Third, due to the high degree of signal overlap of the central spectral region, many resonances cannot be resolved with high confidence, but they appear to be largely preserved (95, marked as "broadening" in [Table S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). Finally, 19 resonances cannot be linked to the in vivo spectrum; thus, they are marked as "unknown" and are left out of further consideration. We interpret the disappearance of resonances as a result of the binding of ERD14 segments to other macromolecular partners, i.e., protein molecules or membrane structures in the cell, whereas we relate their steady or broadening behavior as a sign of a primarily disordered state in the cell ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}F).

However, such spectral effects can also have other explanations; i.e., they can be accounted for by kinetic-exchange phenomena between different conformational states in the viscous and crowded cytoplasm. We have three lines of evidence against this interpretation. First, we refer to the comparison of the in-cell spectrum of ERD14 ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}A) with that of Full-Scr ERD14 ([Figure 3](#cells-09-01856-f003){ref-type="fig"}A), which has no cellular protective effect ([Figure 1](#cells-09-01856-f001){ref-type="fig"}B) and lacks the preformed motifs. Whereas the overall disorder of the two proteins is very similar (IUPred \[[@B59-cells-09-01856]\] predictions on [Figure S3 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}), the peak disappearance caused by line broadening is not observable in the Full-Scr ERD14 spectrum ([Figure 3](#cells-09-01856-f003){ref-type="fig"}A). We could add that similar observations were made for other IDPs expressed in heterologous systems, e.g., alpha-Synuclein \[[@B44-cells-09-01856],[@B48-cells-09-01856]\] and tau protein \[[@B34-cells-09-01856]\], which also argues against cellular crowding causing the disappearance of HSQC peaks. Second, we recorded the HSQC spectrum of purified ERD14 under increasingly viscous, crowding conditions by adding dextran to the solution at varying concentrations from 0 to 400 mg/mL in vitro \[[@B60-cells-09-01856],[@B61-cells-09-01856]\] ([Figure S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). The dextran applied (Mw = 70 kDa) causes a crowding effect, which is often used to mimic intracellular conditions \[[@B60-cells-09-01856],[@B61-cells-09-01856],[@B62-cells-09-01856]\] and usually has similar effects to other crowders, such as Polyethylene glycol (PEG), Ficoll, or globular proteins \[[@B44-cells-09-01856],[@B63-cells-09-01856]\]. However, under these conditions, only a few resonances get shifted and/or broadened (8, marked on [Figure S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}), and only 5 of them disappear (marked on [Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}F by empty circles). Third, we also applied 30% trifluoro-ethanol (TFE), which is an agent that promotes the secondary structure formation of (disordered) proteins \[[@B64-cells-09-01856]\] and was noted to stabilize transient α-helices in dehydrins \[[@B65-cells-09-01856]\]. Whereas peaks in the region of the HSQC spectrum of ERD14 most affected by cellular conditions ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}A) only broaden and shift but do not disappear in the presence of 30% TFE ([Figure 3](#cells-09-01856-f003){ref-type="fig"}B, spectra of TFE titration shown on [Figure S5 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}), circular dichroism (CD) shows that the helical content of ERD14 increases significantly (from about 5% to 25%, [Figure 3](#cells-09-01856-f003){ref-type="fig"}C,D. In a comparable system, the alpha-helix content of the transactivator domain of p53 is induced by cellular crowding \[[@B35-cells-09-01856]\], but it also does not cause the disappearance of peaks from its in vivo spectrum. In all, we may conclude that a severe shift or disappearance of peaks in the in-cell spectrum ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}A and [Table S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}) can be attributed to the binding of ERD14 to high-molecular weight partner molecules (proteins, membrane components or nucleic acids) in the cell (as further confirmed by pulldown-MS experiments; see later).

To identify the regions involved, the differences between in-cell and reference spectra were projected onto the sequence of ERD14 ([Table S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}) and visualized by plotting +1 for "steady", 0 for "broadening", and −1 for "disappearing" residues ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}F). By also considering resonances that disappear in the presence of 400 mg/mL dextran, we found that the binding of partners can be associated with the K-segments (Ka, Kb, and Kc) and partially the Chp and H segments. Segment S seems to remain disordered; i.e., it is not involved in partner binding, and the same applies to some flanking regions, primarily to the N- and C-termini of the protein, and the long linker between Ka and S segments ([Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}F). This pattern underscores the possible functional involvement of these regions in the protection function of ERD14.

3.5. Improved Cell Viability Is Due to Protein Protection {#sec3dot5-cells-09-01856}
---------------------------------------------------------

Our in-cell NMR results clearly show that certain regions of ERD14 engage in partner binding. To understand the cellular mechanism of the protective effect of dehydrins, we need to know the nature of these partners. Although in previous in vitro studies, we observed no effect of ERD14 on membrane fluidity \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B10-cells-09-01856]\], and the cellular protection function of dehydrins is mostly attributed to the protection of protein partners \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B10-cells-09-01856],[@B20-cells-09-01856],[@B21-cells-09-01856],[@B22-cells-09-01856]\], we asked if preferential membrane-proximal localization could point to the protection of membranes by ERD14. To this end, we expressed FLAG-tagged ERD14 in the cells and performed immunogold labeling after fixation and embedding (Materials and Methods). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of immunoreactive ERD14 molecules ([Figure 4](#cells-09-01856-f004){ref-type="fig"}A) suggest a cytoplasmic localization of the disordered chaperone prior to stress, which does not change upon applying the heat stress (50 °C × 15 min) to cells ([Figure 4](#cells-09-01856-f004){ref-type="fig"}A,B). In conjunction with our prior observations \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B10-cells-09-01856],[@B20-cells-09-01856]\], this result suggests that membrane stabilization is not the preferred mechanism by which ERD14 protects cells against the heat stress applied. This points to proteins being the primary clients of this dehydrin, which is in line with a range of prior studies \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B10-cells-09-01856],[@B20-cells-09-01856],[@B21-cells-09-01856],[@B22-cells-09-01856]\]. Therefore, we next asked if, after stress, a larger fraction of the proteome gets aggregated in cells overexpressing the non-protective control protein calpastatin (cf. [Figure 1](#cells-09-01856-f001){ref-type="fig"}B) than in cells overexpressing ERD14. To this end, we treated cells expressing either ERD14 or calpastatin with heat stress, and run their proteins in supernatant and pellet, separated by centrifugation, on SDS gel electrophoresis ([Figure 4](#cells-09-01856-f004){ref-type="fig"}C). Quantitative analysis by densitometry ([Figure 4](#cells-09-01856-f004){ref-type="fig"}D) shows a proteome-wide protection from aggregation by ERD14.

These results suggest that the protection of cells by overexpressed ERD14 is due to protecting either the entire proteome or a very wide range of specific proteins.

3.6. ERD14 Has Multiple Protein Partners in the Cell {#sec3dot6-cells-09-01856}
----------------------------------------------------

The above results can be best interpreted by assuming that ERD14 protects many non-specifically binding proteins, the effect of which appears at the level of the entire cell. The most direct approach to support this interpretation is to identify binding partners of ERD14 under stress conditions. To this end, we have carried out a proteomic analysis by overexpressing biotin-labeled ERD14 in cells, stabilizing its transient protein--protein interactions with dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) (DSP, Lomant's Reagent) cross-linker \[[@B66-cells-09-01856]\] in both stressed and non-stressed cells, and identifying cross-linked proteins from SDS-PAGE gel by mass spectrometry (MS, see scheme in [Figure 5](#cells-09-01856-f005){ref-type="fig"}A).The cross-linking reaction was quenched after 7 min, to suppress non-specific cross-linked products, and cross-linking was reverted prior to SDS gel electrophoresis ([Figure 5](#cells-09-01856-f005){ref-type="fig"}B). MS protein identification was performed on the total lane by label-free comparison of protein abundance in stressed and non-stressed samples, which showed that the total number of peptide hits (peptide spectral matches, PSMs) before (*n* = 6965) and after (*n* = 11,138) stress are significantly different (Welch Two-Sample *t*-test on logarithmic data, *p*-value = 0.004, [Figure 5](#cells-09-01856-f005){ref-type="fig"}D). As also observed with traditional and well-studied chaperones (e.g., Hsp90 and GroEL/GroEs \[[@B67-cells-09-01856],[@B68-cells-09-01856]\]), these results suggest that the chaperone is in contact with its clients even under normal conditions, but there is a significant increase in ERD14-bound proteins when cells encounter stress ([Figure 5](#cells-09-01856-f005){ref-type="fig"}C).

The MS analysis of cross-linked proteins brought up 255 hits ([Table S3 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}), 76 of which show significantly increased (increased intensity protein, IIP), while 15 show significantly decreased (decreased intensity protein, DIP) interaction potential with ERD14 upon stress (the top 20 IIP and 10 DIP proteins are also presented in [Table S4 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). By looking for the natural abundance of ERD14 interactors in the PaxDb database \[[@B38-cells-09-01856]\], we found that the proteins in the IIP group have significantly lower *E. coli* abundance than the ones in the DIP group (Welch Two-Sample *t*-test on logarithmic data, *p*-value = 0.0002, [Figure 5](#cells-09-01856-f005){ref-type="fig"}D). Binding more low-abundance proteins and less high-abundance proteins after stress suggests that ERD14 binds to proteins---more specifically, probably to proteins with structural defects to keep them soluble. The top 20 IIP proteins have significantly lower isoelectric points (mean pI: 5.66) than the top 10 DIP proteins (mean pI: 8.96) (Student's independent sample *t*-test, *p* \< 0.0001), indicating that acidic proteins tend to bind stronger to ERD14 during heat stress. This observation underlines the importance of the lysine residues of the K-segments in protein binding.

3.7. In Vitro Protection of an In Vivo Partner {#sec3dot7-cells-09-01856}
----------------------------------------------

The above cross-linking and pull-down studies show that ERD14 binds many protein partners in the cell ([Table S3 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). Out of 76 stress-dependent binders (IIP), we selected citrate synthase (CS) to demonstrate in vitro that ERD14 binding does protect it against heat stress. CS is frequently used in in vitro chaperone assays, showing that different LEA proteins (e.g., AavLEA and RcLEA) can preserve its enzyme activity and/or prevent its aggregation under stress elicited by drying, freezing, or high temperatures \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B21-cells-09-01856]\]. Therefore, to determine whether CS is stabilized by ERD14 in vitro under heat stress, thermal denaturation of CS was measured by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy at 220 nm in the presence of various concentrations of WT ERD14 or the Full-Scr ERD14 variant ([Figure 5](#cells-09-01856-f005){ref-type="fig"}E). CS exhibited a sigmoid-like, cooperative unfolding transition around 50 °C. In the presence of WT ERD14, the melting temperature was increased from 49.5 °C (CS alone) in a concentration-dependent manner to 55.3 °C (13 μM WT ERD14, [Table 1](#cells-09-01856-t001){ref-type="table"}). Assuming a two-state transition, the enthalpy change of unfolding (Δ*H*~m~) was calculated by fitting to the raw data as described by Shih et al. \[[@B40-cells-09-01856]\]. Although the unfolding of CS was not reversible upon heating to 80 °C, the two-state model provided a perfect fit, and we used the results for comparative purposes.

In the function of the WT ERD14 concentration, Δ*H*~m~ is decreased from 475 kJ/mol (CS alone) to 316 kJ/mol (13 μM WT ERD14, [Table 1](#cells-09-01856-t001){ref-type="table"}). Δ*H*~m~ is related to the disruption of the stabilizing interactions upon unfolding. A decrease in Δ*H*~m~ in the presence of WT ERD14 might indicate that upon unfolding, CS makes interactions with ERD14, providing a contribution to Δ*H*~m~ with the opposite sign. To investigate if the observed effects represent interactions with ERD14 in a sequence-specific manner and are not a result of changes in the environment or crowding effect, we studied the influence of the Full-Scr ERD14 variant on the thermal denaturation of CS. In the presence of up to 13 μM Full-Scr ERD14, CS exhibited no significant differences in its thermal denaturation profile, indicating that the observed effects of WT ERD14 on CS cannot be derived from the environmental changes and general physicochemical properties of the hydrophilic ERD14 chain, but rather, sequence-specific interactions occur.

4. Discussion {#sec4-cells-09-01856}
=============

Whereas complete understanding of the function of a plant chaperone requires studies in plant cells, the detailed structural studies conducted here require the use of an *E. coli*-based system, since the application of bacterial cells enables us to carry out structural studies by in-cell NMR, which is not yet possible in plant cells \[[@B36-cells-09-01856],[@B69-cells-09-01856]\]. Studying a stress-related IDP enables us to overcome also the problem caused by the low sensitivity of NMR and low physiological concentrations of disordered signaling proteins \[[@B44-cells-09-01856],[@B48-cells-09-01856]\], because the high intracellular concentrations required for in-cell NMR are in the physiological range of IDSPs attained under stress conditions \[[@B6-cells-09-01856],[@B30-cells-09-01856]\].

The link of its molecular activity with residual disorder inside cells has many intriguing consequences for the cellular mechanism(s) of IDPs in general and IDSPs in particular. First, we show that ERD14 is largely disordered in vivo, which suggests that IDPs might not be made to fold by crowding in the cell; i.e., structural disorder is their native, physiological state. This novel insight underscores that structural disorder can be compatible with protein function in a cellular context \[[@B47-cells-09-01856]\], which has important implications.

4.1. Disordered Functional State Observed by In-Cell NMR {#sec4dot1-cells-09-01856}
--------------------------------------------------------

The overall similarity of in vitro and in vivo spectra of ERD14 shows that ERD14 is mostly disordered in the cytoplasm of a living cell that it protects against stress, which substantiates that intrinsic disorder is the native, functional state of this chaperone. Further, in-cell NMR shows that the protein is not completely disordered, but it contains dispersed motifs connected by flexible linkers (such as beads on a string), which may be a general function-related organizational principle of many IDPs in the cell \[[@B70-cells-09-01856]\]. This result adds to a series of studies on the structural state of IDPs under the extreme macromolecular concentrations of the interior of the cell \[[@B34-cells-09-01856],[@B35-cells-09-01856],[@B37-cells-09-01856]\], which was thought to make IDPs fold \[[@B3-cells-09-01856]\] and shows that the native state of IDPs may in fact be disordered. The novelty of our results stem from connecting the demonstrated structural disorder with the function of this protein.

4.2. Structural Disorder and Stability of IDPs In Vivo {#sec4dot2-cells-09-01856}
------------------------------------------------------

The in vivo stability of IDPs is yet another critical issue in the literature: their open and exposed structure makes them very sensitive to degradation in vitro and may predispose them for rapid degradation in vivo \[[@B54-cells-09-01856]\]. The fact that the in vivo half-life of proteins does not strongly correlate with structural disorder \[[@B71-cells-09-01856]\] has led to suggestions that the level of IDPs is tightly regulated at many levels \[[@B72-cells-09-01856]\], and they might be protected by binding partners \[[@B32-cells-09-01856]\]. In addition, in a few cases, in-cell NMR data provided direct evidence not only for their structural disorder but also their stability in the cell in lengthy NMR experiments \[[@B34-cells-09-01856],[@B35-cells-09-01856],[@B36-cells-09-01856]\]. Our new results also strongly argue---at least for ERD14---that its cellular disorder does not result in rapid degradation, which is probably due to specific sequence features and the general lack of uncontrolled proteolytic activity in the cell \[[@B73-cells-09-01856]\].

4.3. Membrane Versus Protein Protection of ERD14 {#sec4dot3-cells-09-01856}
------------------------------------------------

LEA proteins and other hydrophilins are effective chaperone-like proteins under a variety of stress conditions both in vitro and in vivo and emerge as a new class of chaperones \[[@B8-cells-09-01856],[@B41-cells-09-01856],[@B42-cells-09-01856],[@B74-cells-09-01856]\]. In a few, mostly in vitro, studies, they have also been suggested to bind and maybe protect membranes \[[@B75-cells-09-01856]\], but the overwhelming majority of results point to their effect on proteins \[[@B7-cells-09-01856],[@B20-cells-09-01856]\]. Our results here are also consistent with the protein chaperone activity of ERD14. EM data do not concur with the membrane localization of ERD14 either before or after stress, whereas protein binding and protection studies suggest the protection of a broad range of proteins, as illustrated by the proteome protection in [Figure 4](#cells-09-01856-f004){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#cells-09-01856-f005){ref-type="fig"}. In all, our results add solid evidence to the expanding view that IDSPs represent a novel class of protein chaperones \[[@B8-cells-09-01856],[@B41-cells-09-01856],[@B42-cells-09-01856],[@B74-cells-09-01856]\].

Having observed this effect on bacterial proteins by a plant dehydrin raises the issue of interaction specificity; however, this is often encountered in the chaperone field. Actually, we should not infer classical protein--protein interaction specificity here, as chaperones in general are known to bind a broad range of clients (hundreds, as shown for e.g., Hsp90 and GroEL/GroEs \[[@B67-cells-09-01856],[@B68-cells-09-01856]\]). In accord, the chaperone field presents many experimental results of heterologous systems, both in vitro with biologically unrelated clients (e.g., firefly luciferase), or in vivo in heterologous cellular systems (e.g., yeast). This has been also the case with plant dehydrins, having been shown to protect bacterial, yeast, or even mammalian cells \[[@B20-cells-09-01856],[@B21-cells-09-01856],[@B22-cells-09-01856],[@B23-cells-09-01856],[@B24-cells-09-01856],[@B25-cells-09-01856],[@B27-cells-09-01856]\].

Our pull-down experiments corroborate the assumption that ERD14 is able to bind several protein partners both before and during stress. Since IDPs are well known to be able to bind partner molecules in a fast and transient manner \[[@B76-cells-09-01856]\], this binding does not necessarily interfere with the normal function of proteins as shown by the fact that the activity of neither CS \[[@B77-cells-09-01856]\] nor catalase \[[@B78-cells-09-01856]\] is reduced in the presence of ERD14 ([Figure S6 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}) and that the growth rate of ERD14-expressing *E. coli* cells is similar to the controls ([Figure S7 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). The importance of the sequentially determined protein-binding capacity of ERD14 was further confirmed by the effect of ERD14 on the thermal unfolding of CS ([Figure 5](#cells-09-01856-f005){ref-type="fig"}E). The inability of the Full-Scr ERD14 variant to modify the melting temperature of CS argues against the general osmolyte effect of the protein. Since Full-Scr ERD14 has an amino acid composition identical to WT ERD14, only with a randomized sequence, it should provide the same protection, were it dependent on the osmolyte and crowding effect.

Since CS is not an essential protein for *E. coli*, its protection would not in itself explain a commensurable protection of the cell under stress; rather, it argues for a binding-related, broad effect of ERD14 on non-specific partners.

4.4. The Molecular Mechanism of a Disordered Chaperone In Vivo {#sec4dot4-cells-09-01856}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To integrate our observations, we suggest a mechanistic model of the in vivo chaperone action of ERD14 ([Figure 6](#cells-09-01856-f006){ref-type="fig"}). A large part of the protein is disordered, while its transiently folded segments engage in partner binding. ERD14 might be in loose association with proteins prior to stress ([Figure 6](#cells-09-01856-f006){ref-type="fig"}a), which is also evident for traditional chaperones \[[@B67-cells-09-01856],[@B68-cells-09-01856]\]. This pre-association shows that chaperones are continuously at work even under non-stressed conditions, which is significantly boosted by deterioration in the state of the proteome elicited by stress. This mechanism is not compatible with models in which the chaperone does not have any physical contact with its clients, such as a space filler or macromolecular osmolyte. The association of ERD14 is multivalent (either to the same ([Figure 6](#cells-09-01856-f006){ref-type="fig"}d) or multiple partners ([Figure 6](#cells-09-01856-f006){ref-type="fig"}e), as follows from the disappearance of its multiple motifs from the in-cell NMR spectrum. By such a binding mode as outlined, ERD14 can hold different proteins apart, but parts of the same protein in spatial proximity, in a (re)folding competent form. It can also solvate its partners and prevent the exposure of their hydrophobic regions amenable for aggregation. As a disordered protein, ERD14 cannot consume ATP energy; it cannot function as an active "foldase" \[[@B79-cells-09-01856]\], but it can hold its structurally compromised client at bay, until spontaneous re-folding succeeds. Such "holdase" activity is consistent with the extended molecular shield \[[@B7-cells-09-01856]\] and entropy transfer \[[@B9-cells-09-01856]\] models of chaperone action of IDPs. The protection of a large part of the proteome and the capability of the protein to protect bacterial cells against heat stress underlines that the effect of ERD14 as a chaperone is of broad specificity. Again, this is not unusual in the chaperone field, as even traditional chaperones have hundreds of clients \[[@B67-cells-09-01856],[@B68-cells-09-01856]\].

The following are available online at <https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4409/9/8/1856/s1>, Supplementary Methods, Figure S1. HSQC spectrum of WT ERD14 at different temperatures and pHs, Figure S2. HSQC spectrum of ERD14 under crowding conditions, Figure S3. Disorder prediction of WT ERD14 and Full-Scr ERD14, Figure S4. ERD14 does not leak from *E. coli* cells during in-cell NMR experiment, Figure S5. HSQC spectrum of ERD14 in the presence of increasing TFE concentration, Figure S6. In vitro protection of the cellular partners of ERD14, Figure S7. Growth curves of *E. coli* cells expressing different constructs Table S1. Sequences of ERD14 constructs and controls, Table S2. In-cell NMR results, Table S3. Protein partners of ERD14 identified by cross-linking and mass spectrometry, Table S4. Protein partners of ERD14 significantly changing upon heat stress, Table S5. *E. coli* viability measurements.
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![Protection of *E. coli* cells against stress by Early Response to Dehydration (ERD14). (**A**) Scheme of the cell viability assay. After a standard induction period, cells are stressed by a heat shock of 50 °C × 15 min. Viability of stressed and non-stressed samples were compared based on their cell growth after appropriate dilution into fresh medium. (**B**) Survival rate (viability) is reduced to about 39% (compared to non-stressed cells) in the case of overexpression of control proteins (glutathione S-transferase (GST) and intrinsically disordered proteins (IDP) Calpastatin (CAST)), whereas the overexpression of ERD14 increases the survival rate to about 73.9% after stress, which is a highly significant difference. Keeping the amino acid composition but scrambling the sequence of ERD14 (Full-Scr ERD14) completely abolishes its protective effect. Survival rates are shown as mean values with SEM, significant differences are labeled with asterisks (\*).](cells-09-01856-g001){#cells-09-01856-f001}

![ERD14 is largely disordered in the cytoplasm by in-cell NMR. (**A**) ERD14 was overexpressed in *E. coli* cells under ^13^C- and ^15^N-labeling conditions and its in-cell ^1^H-^15^N HSQC spectrum (teal) was recorded at 700 MHz, T = 277 K. The spectrum is overlaid onto the reference HSQC spectrum (purple) recorded of purified ERD14 at 700 MHz, 277 K at pH 7.7 (cf. [Figure S2C (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). The majority of the peaks are in good accordance, with certain peaks missing/disappearing due to extensive line broadening (assignment for some peaks is shown, for a complete list, cf. [Table S1 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). The narrow region in which peaks are distributed in the proton dimension (8.1--8.8 ppm) indicates that the protein is largely disordered in the cytoplasm of the cell. The region most affected by cellular conditions and interaction partners is also shown as a blow-up. (**B**) Wild-type (WT) ERD14 is stable in cells during the NMR measurements: overlaid 1D spectra (first day (blue) and 5th day (red)) show no significant change in signal intensity. Cell viability remains after the in-cell NMR measurements: after inoculation of the sample into fresh media, the cells are capable of growing. (**C**) Comparison of NMR signal intensities within the cell (teal) and after extraction and purification (purple). Twelve peaks (labeled red on 2A) well-defined both in vivo and in vitro were selected for analysis. (**D**) ERD14 is stable under the conditions of heat stress in the cytoplasm of *E. coli* cells, as shown by Western blot of FLAG-tagged ERD14 induced by IPTG (at t = 0) following the termination of its expression by the removal of IPTG (at t = 30 min) with and without stress. In comparison, Western blot of GST control is also shown. (**E**) Previous in vitro NMR studies show that conserved regions of ERD14 sample transient helical structures in isolation: sequence corrected Secondary Chemical Shift (SCS) values. Areas where the Cα values are shifted upfield, while the Hα values are shifted downfield, correspond to partially formed helices (figure partly adapted from \[[@B31-cells-09-01856]\]). Conserved motifs of EDR14 are marked by colored shading. (**F**) Based on the assignment and analysis of the in-cell spectrum, we mapped a comparison of in-cell and in vitro NMR spectra on the ERD14 sequence (cf. Suppl. [Table S2 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). "Steady" (+1) peaks do not change position, "disappearing" (−1) peaks are not seen in vivo, empty circles represent residues that are disappearing in the presence of high dextran concentration, whereas "broadening" (0) peaks broaden and overlap so much that their identity is difficult to determine in vivo.](cells-09-01856-g002){#cells-09-01856-f002}

![Changes in the in-cell NMR spectrum of ERD14 correspond to intracellular interactions (**A**) In-cell ^1^H-^15^N HSQC spectrum of scrambled (Full-Scr) ERD14 (teal) is compared to the HSQC spectrum (purple) of purified Full-Scr ERD14 recorded in buffer. Broadenings of several resonances can be observed, but there is no peak disappearance in the region observed for WT ERD14 (insert, cf. also [Figure 2](#cells-09-01856-f002){ref-type="fig"}A). For easier comparison, the zoomed region is the same as in case of WT ERD14; however, because of the scrambling, the exact sequences are not the same in the two proteins. An assignment of Full-Scr can be found in [Supplementary Figure S1C (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}. (**B**) Comparison of the ^1^H-^15^N HSQC spectra of WT ERD14 measured in MES buffer (pH 6.5) (purple) and in the presence of 30% trifluoro-ethanol (TFE) (blue). As shown by circular dichroism (**C**,**D**) measurements (**C**), TFE at this concentration induces conformational changes in ERD14, yet it only causes peak shifts and broadening, no signal disappearances (Panel (**B**), insert). (**D**) Analysis of circular dichroism (CD) spectra by BeStSel \[[@B59-cells-09-01856]\] suggests that WT ERD14 is mostly disordered (a-helix content 5%), whereas in the presence of 30% TFE, it assumes a significant secondary structure (α-helix content is 24%).](cells-09-01856-g003){#cells-09-01856-f003}

![ERD14 protects the proteome of the cells. (**A**) ERD14 is primarily localized in the cytoplasm and does not translocate to the cell membrane upon stress, as shown by electron microscopy (EM). FLAG-tagged ERD14 was overexpressed in *E. coli* cells, which were fixed by formaldehyde either before (second line) or after (third line) heat stress (50 °C × 15 min). Slices of fixed cells were immunostained by anti-FLAG primary and nanogold-conjugated secondary antibody. Red arrows show gold particles corresponding to ERD14 protein, indicating a primarily cytoplasmic localization both before and after stress. No staining is seen in cells in which ERD14 was not overexpressed (first line). (**B**) Analysis of 100 gold particles show that 84% and 88% of the observed particles are localized in the cytoplasm before (blue) and after (purple) heat stress, respectively, whereas the low percentage of particles localized next to the membrane does not increase upon stress. (**C**) ERD14 protein has a general protective effect on the proteome, as shown by the pattern of proteins in solution (supernatant, sup) and pellet (pel) on 12.5% SDS-PAGE gels in cell extracts of cells overexpressing ERD14 or calpastatin, before (no stress, NS) and after (stress, S) heat stress. (**D**) Densitometric analysis of pellets before (blue line) and after (red line) stress was carried out using ImageJ image processing software. Differences are colored for better clarity. The results suggest that after heat stress, proteins within the whole Mw range get more aggregated in the presence of calpastatin but remain more in solution in the presence of ERD14 (the observed differences are significant).](cells-09-01856-g004){#cells-09-01856-f004}

![Identification of potential interaction partners of ERD14. (**A**) Brief overview of the identification of the binding partners of ERD14 in the cell: biotinylated ERD14 was overexpressed and cells were treated with a membrane-permeable cross-linker, either without or with prior exposure to heat stress (50 °C × 15 min). Protein partners bound to ERD14 were affinity purified with Streptavidin--Sepharose, separated on SDS-PAGE, in-gel digested by trypsin, and analyzed by LC-MS/MS (for details, cf. Materials and Methods, for data, cf. [Table S3 (Supplementary Materials)](#app1-cells-09-01856){ref-type="app"}). (**B**) SDS-PAGE of cross-linked proteins without (NS) and with (S) stress treatment. (**C**) The distribution of normalized copy numbers of proteins (peptide spectrum matches, or PSM) cross-linked to ERD14 before and after heat stress shows an increased number of proteins interacting with ERD14 after stress (*p* = 0.004). (**D**) Average cellular abundances of the identified proteins with increased (IIP) or decreased (DIP) ERD14 interaction potential are significantly different (*p* = 0.0002), showing that increased binding to ERD14 upon stress is not due to protein abundances. (**E**) Thermal denaturation of citrate synthase in the presence of ERD14 reveals their interaction. First, 2 μM citrate synthase (CS) was heated up in the presence of various concentrations of WT ERD14 (0---orange, 2---red, 5---magenta and 13 μM---purple) or its scrambled variant (5---black and 13 μM---green). Thermal denaturation was followed by the CD signal at 220 nm. The presence of WT ERD14 increased the melting point of CS and altered the sharpness of the unfolding transition in a concentration-dependent manner. Despite its similar physicochemical properties, the Full-Scr ERD14 variant had no relevant effect on the thermal denaturation of CS. Normalized thermograms are shown. Data was fitted according to Shih et al. \[[@B40-cells-09-01856]\].](cells-09-01856-g005){#cells-09-01856-f005}

![A general mechanistic model of the chaperone activity of ERD14 in vivo. Our in vivo observations alongside previous in vitro data on the protection of ERD14 of the proteome can be rationalized by a model that combines the binding functions of short conserved motifs and space filling (entropic separation) by disordered linking and flanking regions. The model incorporates the following elements: (**a**) under non-stressed conditions, largely disordered ERD14 is loosely associated with native proteins, with its multivalent binding is mediated by its short binding regions (exemplified by Kb and Kc), while its S segment is unbound. Upon stress, many proteins in the cell become structurally compromised and expose hydrophobic regions; thus, ERD14 can engage with them, rather than the cell membrane (**b**). The binding of only one conserved segment is not compatible with our NMR results (**c**), whereas multivalent binding protects protein partners and the cell. Binding to one partner cannot be ruled out (**d**), but effective protection is probably achieved by simultaneously binding more than one partner (**e**).](cells-09-01856-g006){#cells-09-01856-f006}
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###### 

Melting points (*T~m~*) and unfolding enthalpies (Δ*H*~m~) obtained by fitting to the raw data following the methodology of Shih et al. \[[@B40-cells-09-01856]\].

                       CS           CS + 2 μM WT ERD14   CS + 5 μM WT ERD14   CS + 13 μM WT ERD14   CS + 5 μM Full-Scr   CS + 13 μM Full-Scr
  -------------------- ------------ -------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -------------------- ---------------------
  *T~m~* (°C) ± SE     49.5 ± 0.1   50.5 ± 0.4           51.9 ± 0.1           55.3 ± 0.3            49.5 ± 0.2           49.9 ± 0.1
  Δ*H* (kJ/mol) ± SE   475 ± 24     396 ± 7              349 ± 11             316 ± 18              474 ± 19             460 ± 4
